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As a great egret stalks a meal, a great blue heron holds a crawfish it plucked from the temporary 
wetland habitat created by recent minor flooding along the San Jacinto River. 

The crawfish never saw it coming. 

All the big, red swamp crawfish knew - if, indeed, crustaceans operate on anything higher than 
simple instinct - was that one moment it was swimming/crawling in a newly created aquatic 
wonderland rich with the soft vegetation on which it and hundreds of others of its kind were 
gorging. The next, it was being jerked from the water, clasped firmly by the twin yellow spikes 
that are the bill of a great blue heron. 

The intersection of the heron and the crawfish's lives, which occurred this past week along the 
San Jacinto River, is just a part of the wide and complex natural drama triggered by an event 
playing out along scores of waterways, large and small, across eastern Texas. 

Runoff from heavy March rains has poured into streams and rivers and reservoirs, swelling those 
waterways beyond limits of their channels, spilling over the banks and inundating the adjacent 
floodplain. These natural pulses of water, usually but not always annual events associated with 
heavy rains from late winter through early summer, set in motion a series of interconnected 
phenomenon that are crucial to the health and even the survival of all life, aquatic and terrestrial, 
tied to those waterways. And the effects touch the humans whose lives are enriched by their 
interaction with that world, whether it's through a bond made using a fishing rod or simply by 
being amazed and enlightened by observing the intricacies and interconnections of nature. 

Crawfish are just one of those intricacies. The crawfish wildly but ineffectively snapping its 
pincers at the heron's bill owed its situation to the over-bank flooding. 

Just a day or two earlier, the crustacean had been in a kind of hibernation, snug in a burrow 
excavated in the soft alluvial soil of the forested floodplain and plugged with a dried clot of mud. 
But as the water rose and covered the burrow, the plug softened and the crawfish exited into the 
newly flooded world. It was not alone. Thousands of crawfish that had wintered in similar 
burrows swarmed from their burrow and began a ritual as old as their species. 

Food chain 

All around the crawfish was food, from soft, newly sprouted plants to the worms and insects 
flushed from their winter homes in the detritus. Crawfish thrive in this temporarily flooded 
terrestrial habitat, the adults growing fat and the year's crop of young crawfish growing fast. 
Without the annual flooding, the crawfish languish. With it, they thrive. 



And so do the creatures that feed on crawfish. That includes birds such as the herons - great blue, 
little blue, tricolored - and the egrets - great and snowy - I watched stalking the shallows of the 
flooded riverine forest along the San Jacinto this past week. The birds, desperately seeking 
nutrition after winter's lean season and needing to put on crucial reserves for the physically 
demanding nesting season just ahead, were gorging on crawfish and the occasional small fish - 
mostly catfish, but a few gizzard and threadfin shad - that had sought refuge from the river's 
roiling current by moving into the calmer backwaters. 

There were other fish in the flooded backwaters, too. Bigger fish. Hungry fish. Over-bank 
flooding allow fish access to areas they usually can't reach. For some, this means a welcomed 
buffet, courtesy of the abundance of crawfish and other forage in the floodplain. Particularly for 
catfish and freshwater drum (gaspergou) but also white bass and even largemouth bass, flooding 
proves a great opportunity to access prey. And this can mean good fishing for anglers who find 
areas where fish are concentrated. 

But not all the forage that flooding makes available to fish is beneficial. Flooding often inundates 
fire ant colonies, which escape their mounds by gathering in large "balls" holding hundreds or 
thousands of ants that float on the surface. Also, spring rain often trigger massive mating flights 
of fire ants, with many of these ants falling back to earth and into waterways after their mating 
flights. 

Fish sometimes find these floating clusters of invasive fire ants irresistible and eat them by the 
hundreds. The effect can be fatal. The toxins in fire ants are considerable, as anyone who has 
endured their stings can attest. Fish that eat large quantities of fire ants often do not survive. One 
of the most extreme documented examples of this occurred on the Guadalupe River after a heavy 
rain and runoff event in 1998. An estimated 22,000 rainbow trout died from eating fire ants that 
were washed or fell into the river. The stomach of one trout examined by state fisheries scientist 
investigating the incident held approximately 500 fire ants. 

'A lot of good things' 

The fisheries-related positives of regular flooding along waterways far outweighs such aberrant 
negatives. 

"There aren't many negative impacts of these high-water pulses, and there are a lot of good 
things," said Craig Bonds, director of inland fisheries for Texas Parks and Wildlife Department. 

One of the big ones is reconnecting usually isolated waters such as tributaries and sloughs and 
oxbows with main waterways, allowing fresh infusions of fish and, perhaps more important, 
nutrients to those waters. Runoff carries huge loads of nutrients in its muddy water - nutrients 
that fuel the base of the food chain and support a healthy ecosystem below and above the water. 

Flooding also creates new fish habitat by inundating terrestrial vegetation along the edges of 
slough, oxbows and reservoirs. That creates an abundance of habitat for aquatic insects, other 
invertebrates such as crawfish and snails as well as vertebrates such as frogs and other 
amphibians and reptiles that are forage for fish and wildlife. That flooded vegetation, limbs, logs 



and other items also provides cover for fish fry and fingerlings, increasing survival of those 
young fish. 

The very survival of some fish depends on rivers and streams slipping their banks, flooding 
terrestrial vegetation and maintaining a strong current in their channels. 

"There are some fish species that are flood-plain adapted; they require floods or strong currents 
that come with high-water pulses for some part of their life cycle," said Bonds. 

White bass are one. The fish spawn in rivers and streams, depending on a steady current to carry 
their fertilized eggs downstream, high in the water column until they hatch and the fry can begin 
making their way in the world. 

Paddlefish have similar reproductive behavior - broadcast spawning in strong-flowing water. But 
while white bass can reproduce in relatively small waterways, paddlefish require waterways with 
much larger water volume and strong steady current. Such conditions have become increasingly 
hard to find in Texas as building of dams has drastically changed length and duration of flooding 
and other natural river hydrology. Because of this, paddlefish have almost disappeared from 
Texas and are now a protected species. 

Rare sighting 

Alligator gar, the largest freshwater fish in Texas, also depend on regular over-bank flooding of 
waterways for their survival. These ancient, armored fish have successful spawns only when 
rivers jump their banks and flood brush and grasses and other terrestrial vegetation. 

Gar are group spawners, with males and fecund females gathering in large concentrations in 
flooded shallows where females release eggs and males fertilize them. The sticky fertilized eggs 
attach to flooded vegetation, where they remain until they hatch. If the water level drops before 
the eggs hatch, the eggs are lost and with them the year's chance at a successful spawn. 

Witnessing alligator gar spawning is a rare and impressive thing - huge fish, some weighing 
more than 100 pounds, wallowing and splashing and writhing in inches-deep water, spray flying, 
and a sound like gravel grinding as their thick-scaled bodies slam against each other. I've seen it 
just three times, all of them along the Trinity River during spring or early summer when the river 
spilled out of its banks swamping stands of lizardtail and palmetto in the floodplain. 

It's something you don't forget - just like so many of the other vignettes that are part and parcel 
of life along a flooded waterway. 
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